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From: Kat Lane <Kat.Lane@financialrights.org.au>
To: 'Beau Talam' <Beau.Talam@ipc.nsw.gov.au>
Subject: RE: Attn: Privacy Officer - Consultation - Draft PIA Guide 
Date: Fri, 14 Oct 2016 03:49:17 +0000

Beau,
 
Thanks for providing an extension to respond. 
 
If you are unaware about the purpose and history of the Australian Privacy Foundation please see http://www.privacy.org.au. The Australian Privacy Foundation also publishes a policy statement on Privacy Impact Assessments available at .
 
Overall, the draft guide is a good and comprehensive guide. We do recommend a number of improvements which are detailed below.
 
It is worth noting the recent problems with the PIA for the Census 2016. A significant change to the collection and use of personal information had occurred and the PIA was conducted internally, with no stakeholder engagement, found the risks in relation to privacy to be very low and did not even discuss the use of anonymised linkage keys in any detail. It is worth analysing the draft guide to see if the language is clear enough to avoid the problems that occurred with the census. We are concerned that draft PIA guides really do need more detail and direct language to ensure that organisations ensure that the PIA is comprehensive and meaningful.
 
1	Stakeholder engagement
 
We contend that more detail is required on this. There are a number of steps required to have effective stakeholder engagement:
 
- identifying the categories of individuals whose privacy may be affected. Then designing a way to consult the affected group
- identifying advocacy groups and representative associations
 
The stakeholder engagement process must:
·         early contact with all stakeholders and notification of the nature of the project
·         information provision, to enable stakeholders to consider the proposal and formulate their views
·         consultative processes, such that stakeholders can seek clarifications, and communicate their views
·         sufficiently early conduct of consultation that the outcomes can be fed forward to and reflected in the design, rather than the PIA Report arriving after the key design decisions have been made and changes have become costly
·         interactions among stakeholders, in order to overcome barriers to communication, avoid misunderstandings, develop shared appreciation of the aims and constraints, and enable participants to work together towards constructive outcomes
·         communication to participants of a summary of the process and outcomes
·         exposure to participants of the draft PIA Report
·         publication of the final PIA Report, to ensure that the public is informed, and as a means of supporting accountability
 
We also contend that the stakeholder engagement process should include consultation with your office. 
 
It would be useful to provide an example of an effective process of stakeholder engagement for the guide.
 
2.	When an external consultant should be used
 
We think it is vitally important that an external consultant is used in as many PIAs as possible. Internal PIAs suffer from conflicts of interest, “inside the box” thinking, internal pressure and subject to political pressure. The more external and independent the consultant  the better they can act to protect the individuals whose privacy is affected. For this reason we think the language in the guide needs to push towards an external consultant.  It is worth developing a checklist of factors that necessitate an external consultant process. For example, it should not have been possible for the ABS to conduct and internal PIA for census 2016. Yet they did. Any guide needs to be very clear about when an external PIA is required (a set of examples would be good) and give guidance on the attributes of a good external consultant.
 
3. 	Conflicts of interest
 
Your draft guide talks about conflicts of interest. There is an inherent conflict of interest in internally prepared PIAs. The conflict of interest is that often the organisation or government wants minimum interruption to a project. This tension creates a conflict of interest that needs to be managed for anyone doing the PIA. Your guide needs a lot more detail on how that conflict may be managed (which in many cases will be difficult) and how to identify signs that there is a problem.
 
4. Outcomes
 
The point of a PIA is to identify privacy concerns and to not proceed if the impacts are serious or develop solutions so the privacy impacts can be effectively managed. It is a common feature of PIAs that they always seem to find that the privacy concerns can be managed. This is an indication of a relatively immature PIA process in Australia where the PIA is a hurdle to be jumped to get to a goal. A mature PIA process would sometimes find that the risks are unmanageable. The guide needs to discuss a range of outcomes and how to identify when privacy risks are too high or unmanageable. There also needs to be a review process after implementing a strategy to address identified risks to ensure that the risks have been addressed.
 
5. 	Publication
 
The PIA must be published. There cannot be summaries or any other such approach. The process needs to be transparent and the presumption must be that a PIA is published and available to the public. Any other approach or creating a loophole just undermines public trust in the process.
 
If there were reasons for redacting information from a PIA due to national security reasons (or whatever) then there needs to be a process where your office decides on whether this is necessary. Guidelines would need to be developed. It is not acceptable for the creator of the PIA to make a decision to publish a summary. It is noted that the decision to publish a summarised PIA is a problem already within at least one Federal Government Department. This approach destroys trust and forces FOI applications. The guide should not be supporting poor practice by creating enormous exemptions from publishing.
 
6. 	Privacy Commissioner follow up
 
The Guide could usefully outline an enhanced role for the Privacy Commissioner in follow up of PIAs. Promoting the use of PIAs and even ensuring their publication leaves the job only half done.  Other stakeholders typically have limited time and resources to respond to PIA reports. The Privacy Commissioner should have unique expertise to assess the quality of PIAs, and to ensure they are taken seriously by commissioning agencies and organisations. Over time, published assessments of PIA reports by the Commissioner would lead to higher standards.  The Commissioner should also encourage agencies to respond publicly to PIA reports – explaining which recommendations they accept and following through again later to ensure implementation.  Agencies should also be encouraged to explain their reasons for not accepting or implementing PIA recommendations.
 
If you have any questions please do not hesitate to contact me.
 
Regards,
 
Kat Lane
Vice Chair
Australian Privacy Foundation
Ph: 0447620694

